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L.I.F.T. – Let’s Inspire For Today!
!

Introduction!

In 2011, Kingston-Galloway Orton Park (KGO) and the University of Toronto Scarborough 
(UTSC) embarked on a groundbreaking approach to community/university partnerships in the 
KGO neighbourhood. Agencies in the KGO neighbourhood and UTSC are co-developing 
initiatives, with agencies and residents that are authentic, community-based, scholarship 
opportunities rooted in place, in the community. !
!
The KGO-UTSC Partnership (The Partnership), connects the residents, community 
organizations, UTSC students, professors, and administrators. As mentioned before, The 
Partnership was formalized in early 2011 when the Galin Foundation and the United Way 
Toronto agreed to fund a three-year pilot project that would allow for the full exploration of 
possible collaborative initiatives between KGO and UTSC.!
!
This model, The Partnership, has proved highly effective to date in engaging all involved—
community organizations, residents and university faculty, students and administrators—with 
the goal of co-creating a thriving social and economic environment in East Scarborough. The 
Partnership has:!
  !

● created high-quality academic experiences in community development for UTSC 
students and faculty;!

● created high-quality academic experiences for community residents in the sciences, 
writing and self-expression and cultural explorations; !

● created a recognized safety-monitoring-and-training program for local youth and 
UTSC students !

● facilitated research, case studies conducted by students, in active collaboration with 
the community, on needs/urban issues identified by the community; and!

● increased access to sports facilities and recreation programs for youth !
!

The core of the model consists of leveraging community experience, expertise, and space, as 
well as existing resources at the university-- including students, faculty, and space--to 
strengthen the KGO community and provide opportunities for meaningful engagement. This 
cross-sectoral collaboration provides enormous opportunities for community transformation 
through program innovation Let’s Inspire for Today (L.I.F.T.) being one of those innovative ways 
of engaging.!
!
L.I.F.T. emerged out of the Youth Friendly Communities initiative. Though initiated by 
community agencies the initiative quickly took a youth friendly approach, encouraging and 
supporting youth as active members of the process. Through much discussion with youth 
participants and desire to remain authentic to the youth led process, the youth friendly 
communities initiative evolved into L.I.F.T., an active youth-led group in East Scarborough. The 
group is building a platform for local youth to develop their leadership capacity to foster stronger 
youth-led civic engagement and action for change. To do this, L.I.F.T. is creating a leadership 
development curriculum through creative partnerships with a network of community 



!
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organizations and service providers. Youth have the opportunity to learn: group facilitation, 
project management, research methods, and more. !
!
L.I.F.T. which has conducted research on building youth-friendly community, is also one of four 
demonstration projects in East Scarborough under the Youth Opportunities Fund. L.I.F.T. is 
seeking to empower local youth through building capacity and establishing a youth governing 
board, where local youth can share their voice through the discussion of relevant issues. From 
the youth network, adult mentors will help youth utilize their skillsets to bring positive youth-led 
social change. !
!
Since the summer of 2012, UTSC has been partnering with L.I.F.T. by providing leadership 
support and undergraduate research. Students in Dr. Ahmed Allahwala’s undergraduate, 
Human Geography class “CITC01 Urban Communities and Neighbourhoods Case Study: East 
Scarborough” have assessed if East Scarborough meets the Play Works’ criteria, such as:!
!

● The community is dedicated to youth play!
● Youth have access to facilities of play!
● The community commits funding to youth play!
● The community celebrates and recognizes youth!
● Youth play is inclusive!
● Youth have options for play!
● The community supports public youth events 
● Youth feel valued in their community 
● Youth can get the programs that are offered 
● Schools support the youth friendly approach 
● Youth feel welcomed in the community 
● Facilities are dedicated to youth play 

!
Using a variety of community-based research methods, students in partnership with community 
- agencies, residents, youth and organizations - research, document, survey, interview and host 
focus groups regarding the criteria; as well, they examine policy issues linked to transit and 
funding. Over the past three years, UTSC students and the L.I.F.T. table have completed 
research on all 16 criteria outlined by Play Works. !
!
Mission:!
L.I.F.T. promotes and empowers young people with the capacity and abilities to actively address 
community needs, concerns and issues related to play which is defined as any non-school 
activity that has elements of choice, leads to satisfaction, and encourages progressive learning 
and enjoyment.!
!
L.I.F.T Partners:!

● East Scarborough Boys and Girls Club 
● University of Toronto Scarborough 
● Native Child and Family Services of Toronto 
● East Scarborough Storefront 
● Mornelle Court Community Hub 
● Scarborough Village  
● City of Toronto Parks and Recreation 
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Goals:!

● Dialogue amongst young people around issues of “play” within East Scarborough!
● Provide young people with an engaging experience!
● Community building skill development and awareness of how to change perspectives!
● Redefine community through collaboration!
● Provide neighbourhood-based community opportunities for capacity building!
● Build and inspire young people to make changes in their community!

!
Accomplishments:!

● University of Toronto Scarborough, City Studies class (75-100 undergraduate student 
participants) partnered with the initiative and completed research that has assisted to 
identify strengths and areas of improvement regarding youth and play!

● L.I.F.T. youth council was developed as a result of working on the youth friendly 
designation project. The committee consists of Kingston-Galloway Orton Park youth and 
UTSC students and recent alumni!

● Dr. Susannah Bunce’s service-learning students from the “CITC02: Learning in 
Community Service” class have collected supporting documentation that illustrates that 
East Scarborough is youth friendly and has also helped to develop a leadership 
development program curriculum!

● Was successful of recipient of a Laidlaw Foundation grant – was able to secure an 
administrative staff person to advance the mission!

!
Moving Forward: !

● Establish a “Youth Friendly Community” designation through Play Works, to be 
submitted in January 2016 !

● Implement in early 2016 the leadership development program/curriculum to recruit and 
retain youth leaders!

● Engage broader community in discussions of “play” (expand the number of communities 
involved) !

● Create opportunities for youth i.e. leadership, professional development, physical 
literacy, arts-based community initiatives etc.!

● Utilize the research conducted by UTSC students to develop a recommendations 
document to be positioned to local politicians to be led by youth!

● Foster youth-led advocacy initiatives and empower and educate peers of their role in 
civic engagement!
!



 
Method and Approach 
 
This application and the research that supports it are the outcome of a unique 
partnership involving the representatives of the City of Toronto, the University of Toronto 
Scarborough (UTSC), the East Scarborough Storefront, a community backbone 
organization in our community, and many other partners and individuals, young and old, 
in East Scarborough. 
 
In 2012, representatives of the Boys and Girls Club of East Scarborough and a youth 
worker from the Department of Parks, Forestry and Recreation of the City of Toronto had 
the idea of getting the East Scarborough community recognized as youth-friendly by 
Playworks.  
 
The intent from the very beginning was to put together this application through an 
inclusive and bottom-up process, with significant involvement of the community, in 
particular the community’s youth residents. A faculty member from the City Studies 
program at UTSC was brought into the conversation to identify opportunities for 
undergraduate students to also get involved in the project. 
 
A third-year research seminar focusing on the wellbeing of urban neighbourhoods and 
communities with a particular focus on East Scarborough was selected to partner with 
the community organizations to put together this application. 
 
The course was designed as an introduction to community-based research with a 
particular emphasis on social infrastructure, neighbourhood wellbeing, and community 
development. The geographical focus of the course was primarily the Kingston-
Galloway/Orton Park (KGO) neighbourhood in East Scarborough, in close proximity to 
the UTSC campus. 
 
From the fall of 2012 to the fall of 2014, for three semesters, a total of about 75 
undergraduate students from the City Studies program, the vast majority of them in their 
early 20s, and many of them East Scarborough residents themselves, worked with 
partner organizations and youth from East Scarborough on this project. In November 
2014, a story about UTSC’s community engagement in the Globe and Mail featured the 
course. 
 
From the onset, the project was designed as a community-based and community led 
research project, more specifically participatory action research. Participatory action 
research is an “approach that consists of the maximum participation of stakeholders – 
those whose lives are affected by the problem under study—in the systematic collection 
and analysis of information for the purpose of taking action and making change. (Nelson 
et al 1998:12; cited in Winkler 2013) and is characterized by the following principles:  
 
1. The collective investigation of a problem; 
2. The reliance on indigenous knowledge to better understand that problem; 
3. The desire to take individual and/or collective action to deal with the problem. 
(McIntyre 2000) 
 
Grounded in the ideas of participatory action research, this project strived for youth 
empowerment, social justice and equity, reciprocal learning between the community and 



the university, and an overall respect for diversity and the sharing of authority and 
decision-making. 
 
Furthermore, embracing the principles of positive youth development and coupling those 
with an asset-based approach community development, we are concerned with linking 
the micro-assets and talents of the community youth to the macro-environments, that is 
decision-making structures and policy making. Our approach to getting East 
Scarborough recognized as youth-friendly is grounded in the idea of identifying and 
mobilizing existing and often unrecognized assets in the community, and to create new 
opportunities for young people in our community 
 
Students and community youth jointly developed and employed a series of youth-
appropriate exploratory research methods and engagement tools: 
 

• Surveying was used to collect based Information on the ground in the 
community. Surveying is an appropriate tool to understand local 
environmental/spatial issues is to directly experience them. It was a fun way to 
collect data that can easily be expressed visually. 

• Key informant interviews were used as a very valuable information gathering 
technique and were conducted primarily with local service provides and 
stakeholder. 

• Community mapping exercises were used as a technique for “understanding, 
discovering the features of a community from the perspective of the mapmaker. 
The practice of community mapping builds the capacity of groups to represent 
themselves and project their conception of their world.  

• Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was used as a way to store, manipulate 
and present spatial and geographic information. 

• Neighbourhood Tours were used to visit places that are important to youth, 
allowing for first person explanations of concepts brought up during other 
activities. Neighbourhood tours are an excellent way to communicate to others 
the significance of places. 

 
Through their participation in the projects, university students were able to apply course 
materials, in particular community based research methodology, to real world challenges 
in a real world project. In addition, our collaboration contributed to ongoing community 
development efforts in the KGO. Student involvement in the project added significantly to 
the human resources available to the organization to get the project done. Many of the 
students involved at that time stayed on in volunteer capacities because they had 
developed a commitment to the project. LIFT: The project led t the creation of a 
permanent youth group in the community. Many of our students continue to be actively 
involved in the group and we received funding through the Ontario Youth Opportunities 
Fund to continue this work.  
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Criteria # 1 – Youth have options for play 

 The East Scarborough community offers youth ages 13 to 19, with a consistent 
and varied mix of play that includes recreation, sports, arts, drama, dance, civic 
engagement, youth activism, volunteerism, social clubs and youth leadership. Providing 
youth with options for play consists of offering a varied mix of play options 
(structured/unstructured, facility/ non-facility based, competitive/ recreational, active and 
passive and it is adult-led and peer-led). The variety of play options are provided through 
Toronto Parks and Recreation, The Toronto District School Board, The Scarborough 
Storefront, East Scarborough Boys & Girls Club, YMCA Canada and many more. All of 
these programs share an emphasis on providing youth with the ability to choose between 
various programs and areas of play.  

Having options for play is vital to engage youth and ensure that their varying interests 
and desires to play various activities are being met with the installment of different 
programs and options. The East Scarborough community acknowledges providing youth 
with play options is vital and that lack of variability in programs and play opportunities 
will result in youth feeling excluded in discouraged. Thus East Scarborough have 
remained successful in providing youth with space and various options to play.  

To assist the East Scarborough community in assessing and evaluation of the programs in 
the community, the student research team from the University of Toronto Scarborough 
assisted in identifying what options for play currently exist, the program effectiveness 
(qualitative research conducted through focus groups & interviews), and future programs 
dedicated for youth.  

Major research findings & evidence pertaining to those findings are listed below: 

• There are approximately 340 play options available to youth in East Scarborough 
with majority offered at no cost (240 or 70.1%) 

• More than two-thirds of the play options are solely dedicated to youth aged 11-14 
years and 15-19 years (cohorts identified in the Play Works Application) 

• There different categories of play options offer a wide variety of activities 
including sports, arts, dance, leadership and employment counselling. However, 
sports activities make up 60% of the play options offered 

• Lower age cohorts (11 to 14 years) relied more on after school programs and 
community centers 

• Based on the results obtained from the focus groups, it was concluded that most 
of the youth play options are available in the East Scarborough community and 
the majority of youth are already active participants  

 

!
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Youth Play Options by Age Group:!

!

Costs to Youth for Play Options in East Scarborough: 
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Different Categories of Options for Play: 

!
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YOUTH!HAVE!OPTIONS!TO!PLAY!IN!THEIR!COMMUNITY.!

! The!community!offers!a!consistent!and!varied!mix!of!play!opportunities!for!
youth!aged!13!to!19.!

In!our!community!we!have!over!30!different!groups!that!service!youth!13L19!years!
old.!These!are!programs!that!are!offered!consistently!throughout!the!community,!
catering!to!varied!types!of!interests!and!tastes.!Here!are!a!few!examples:!

Type!of!Play! Organization! Youth!Involvement!
Scarborough!Village!
Recreation!Centre!

Cedarbrook!Community!
Centre!

East!Scarborough!Boys!
and!Girls!Club!

Recreation!

The!East!Scarborough!
Storefront!

LBaby!sitting!training!
LSwimming!lessons!
LActivity!workshop!
LDrop!in!study!skills!
LJob!related!programs!
LMusic!lessons!
LScholarship!application!
help!

Heron!Park!Community!
Recreation!Centre!
West!Hill!Collegiate!
Institute!
Cedarbrook!Community!
Centre!
Scarborough!Village!
Recreation!Centre!
Centennial!Recreation!
Centre!
Sir!Wilfred!Laurier!
Collegiate!Institute!

Sports!

Toronto!Pan!Am!Sports!
Centre!

LSoccer!(4L12)!
LBasketball!(6L24)!
LDodge!ball!(6L12)!
LFloor!Hockey!(6L12)!
LInstructional!badminton!
(7L12)!
LRecreational!Badminton!
LInstructional!basketball!
(6L12)!
LRecreational!volleyball!
(13+)!
LMartial!arts!(13L24)!
LNCCP!coaching!training!!
LKarate!(3L12)!

Toronto!Pan!Am!Sports!
Centre!

Fitness!

Centennial!Recreation!
Centre!

LYoga!(16+)!
LMeditation!(16+)!
LMartial!Arts!(6L12)!
LZumba!(16+)!
LLearn!to!weight!train!
(16+)!

Cedar!Ridge!Creative!
Centre!

Art!

East!Scarborough!Boys!
and!Girls!Club!

LArt!projects!
LThe!Pen!is!Mightier!
project!
LArts!Exhibition!

Scarborough!Village!
Recreation!Centre!

Dance!

Cedarbrook!Community!
Centre!

LHip!Hop!
LBallet!
LBollywood!
LCreative!Movement!



!
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! Centennial!Recreation!
Centre!

LBallroom!
LLatin!
LJazz!
LTap!
LLine!Dance!

Native!Child!and!Family!
Services!of!Toronto!
East!Metro!Youth!Services!

!
Civic!engagement!

East!Scarborough!
Storefront!

LSpecial!events,!initiative,!
community!partnerships!
LCommunity!service!
projects!
LYouth!Council!

YMCA!Scarborough!Town!
Centre!
Boys!and!Girls!Club!
Scarborough!

Youth!volunteerism!
!
!
!
!
!

Toronto!Public!Library!

LYouth!leadership!
development!
LTeen!nights!
LHomework!help!for!teens!
LAfter!school!newcomer!

Imani!University!of!
Toronto!
Youth!for!Initiative!
Laidlaw!

Youth!activism!

Kingston!Galloway!
Activity!Group!

LAdvocate!cause!for!youth!
play!
LSupport!and!promote!
youth!play!
LCoordinate!youth!events!

Mount!Dennis!Community!
Hall!
Breaking!the!Cycle!

Leadership!

East!Scarborough!
Storefront!

LSocial!awareness,!
community!involvement,!
leadership!forum!
LCommunityLuniversity!
initiative!

YMCA!
Toronto!Public!Library!
University!of!Toronto!

AdultLled!

East!Metro!Services!
!

LEmployment!related!
workshops!
LYouth!Advisory!Group!
LYouth!outreach!worker!
program!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!



Criteria # 2 – Youth are Formally Connected to the Community 

There are a variety of ways in which youth may formally be connected to the community 
that provide youth with a voice. Formal opportunities for youth involvement could 
include having designated seats for youth representatives at decision-making tables such 
as recreation committees, staff hiring committee, youth council etc. Youth could also 
have a formal connection through a regular column in the local newspaper or on a 
website.  

The East Scarborough community seeks to be recognized as youth friendly because it 
meets the criteria by providing youth with the opportunity to be formally involved in the 
community through youth councils and committees.   

Under the University of Toronto and East Scarborough community partnership, the 
research team evaluated youth’s formal connection to the community. The research team 
assessed whether youth were involved in the decision making process of community 
organizations, whether youth were provided the opportunity to write in the local papers 
and blogs, and whether there are significant youth council development.  

The overall research findings suggested that there are both formal and informal 
opportunities for youth to be connected to the community: 

Top Research Findings: 
• There are a few publicly recognized formal opportunities for youth in East 

Scarborough to be connected to the community. These include: 
 

o City Youth Council of Toronto 

o LIFT (Let’s Inspire for Today) 

o Boys and Girls Club 

! Youth Council of around 10 members 

! 2 members from the youth council are on the agency board for 

Boys and Girls Club 

o Native Child and Family Services 

o Actions for Neighbourhood Change 

• These formal opportunities allow the youth to have a say in decision making when 
it comes to creating programs for the community members, recommendations for 
changes in the community, TTC related changes and have an input of their 
thoughts and ideas. 



 
• There are several informal opportunities for youth to be connected to the 

community. Some of which include: 

o Local Community Newspaper 

o Storefront Blog 

o Resident Rising Committee 

o East Scarborough Youth Services 

The local community newspaper and the Storefront blog, both indicated, it would be 
great to hear from youth about what they have to say. Media opportunities like these 
would allow the youth to reach out to the whole community with their perspectives, ideas 
and voices being heard.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Formal Opportunities for Youth 
 

Organization Roles/Achievements 
 
 
 
City Youth Council of Toronto (Youth 
councilor from the East Scarborough 
Community 
 
 

Represents the youth voice in their wards 
by raising awareness of important issues 
within the communities. 
 
Youth councilors strive for a change. 
 
The youth councilor has pushed to bring 
other youth into politics 
 
Planning of meetings and event planning. 
 
As the director of Transportation, the youth 
has championed a ridership campaign with 
the TTC and has brought forward dozens of 
motions from residents across the city and 
the East Scarborough community.  
 
 

LIFT (Let’s Inspire for Today) 
 

Holds meetings on a monthly basis to 
discuss the needs, concerns and issues of 
the community.  
 
It allows youth to take on a leadership goal 
and engage in community work. 
 
The youngest youth in the group is 14 
years of age. 
 
 

Boys and Girls Club East Scarborough 
 

Has a youth council of which members are 
selected on an interview basis.  
 
There are currently 10 youth on the youth 
council. 
 
Out of the 10 youth, 2 youth are on the 
agency board of the Boys and Girls Club. 
 
The youth in the agency board get to 
participate in meetings and have their 
inputs made. 
 

Native Child and Family Services Has a youth council that provides youth 



 with an opportunity to discuss important 
issues and take initiative in taking actions 
in the community. 
 

Actions for Neighborhood Change 
 

Has a youth council that meets weekly.  
 
Aims to build a strong and healthy youth 
friendly community by contributing to the 
community through participation in 
programs.  
 
 

East Scarborough Public Libraries 
 

Holds regular meetings for Youth Advisory 
Group meetings where youth discuss their 
monthly plan 
 
The youth on Youth Advisory Group helps 
out with library or community events that 
promote youth involvement 
 
They promote and speak up for the library  
 

University of Toronto Scarborough- Imani 
Academic Mentorship Program 
 

The Imani Academic Mentorship programs 
offers customized academic and social 
support to youth in middle school and high 
schools located in East Scarborough.  
 
To support the academic needs of a 
population that is underrepresented in the 
postsecondary education institutions. 

 

 
Local community newspaper  

The editor of one of the local community 
newspapers in East Scarborough stated that 
youth are always welcome to write to them 
and is happy to take suggestions into 
consideration from youth. 
 
Youth are usually the subject of their 
newspaper. 
 

Storefront Blog Youth are welcome to write to them. 
Opportunities exist but are not publicly 
recognized. 
 

Resident Rising Committee Carol Armstrong from the resident rising 
committee is interested in having youth on 
her committee.  
 
Indicates that, it is great to hear from youth 
as they will have a different perspective of 
ideas. 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

East Metro Youth Services Positions for youth in East Metro Youth 
Services do exist but are not publicly 
recognized.  
 
The youth can be a youth representative of 
the organizations.  
 



Key Terms Definitions: 

It is important to understand the different terminology used in this research to understand 
the research findings and their implications. Although our research focused on the formal 
positions within the community (i.e. included in the governing structure of an 
organizations and influencing decision making), we also added criteria to each of the 
terms formal, informal, and indirect in order to differentiate between the statuses of these 
positions. 

Formal: formal positions are positions that are consistent and publicly recognized. By 
publicly recognized, we mean that this positions is designated for youths and is explicitly 
stated to be for youth in mission statements, flyers, or websites. If these positions are 
occupied by youth, then such positions are termed formal, however, if it is not, it is only 
termed formal if it is explicitly stated that it is for youth. These include positions like 
youth committees, youth representatives and board members that are youth. 

Informal: we termed informal positions to positions that could be occupied by youth but 
are not explicitly stated to be so in any website, flyer or mission statement. Since these 
positions are not explicitly stated to be for youth. Examples of informal positions include 
blog and newspaper writers, where the manager for these media outlets allows all 
submissions from all age groups but does not have specific columns for youth.  

Indirect: We termed positions as indirect if the positions are both formal and publicly 
recognized, but it is either not directly influencing the organization or is not within the 
outlined research area. Examples of these positions include positions in the Teen Council 
at the YMCA that overlooks three YMCAs, one of which is the East Scarborough 
YMCA. These teen councils are with close proximity to the East Scarborough 
community and their decisions affect the outcome of programs in the East Scarborough 
community. Another example is the Inclusive Local Economic Network, which is a 
network that does not have a designated youth position, but one of the organizations that 
make up this network may have a youth member on their board, such as Boys and Girls 
Club.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 1: Youth Formal Connection Findings: 

 

Figure 2: Key words from responses to questions regarding the value of youth’s 
contribution to decision making within organizations.  
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Figure 3: Example of Advertising Youth Position from Residents Rising 
Community 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix A: Questionnaire used for interviews: 

• What is the purpose of your group and what are some recent projects you have 
been coordinating? 
 

• Do you think East Scarborough is conductive to youth being civilly engaged, i.e. 
do you think there are opportunities available for youth to become formally 
connected to the community? 

 

o If not, what are some barriers that exist that does not allow for these 
formal participations. 

 

• How often do you take into consideration suggestions made by youth in the 
community? 
 

• Do you think youth’s input is valuable in regards to decision making in your 
neighbourhood? If yes, how so? 
 

• In what ways do youth participate in planning and governance of your 
organization? 
 

o If they don’t, are there opportunities in place within your organization that 
allow for the participation of youth. 

 

Appendix B: Organizations and/or individuals interviewed  

• M.P.P Mitzy Hunter Office 
• City Youth Council 
• LIFT 
• Boys and Girl Club 
• East Metro Youth Services 
• Storefront 
• Native Youth Services 
• Resident Rising Committee 
• YMCA 
• Action for Neighbourhood Change 
• Inclusive Local Economic Opportunities Network 
• Storefront Blog 

 



Criteria # 3: Facilities are dedicated to Youth Play 

Dedicated(space(is(not(limited(to(one(location,(but(to(a(number(and(in(a(variety(of(
settings(including(indoor(and(outdoor(spaces.(Places(where(youth(can(meet(socially(
are(important(to(the(community(and(may(be(provided(by(the(community(
organizations,(municipality,(schools,(faith<based(groups(etc.(The(East(Scarborough(
community(is(dedicated(in(providing(spaces(and(facilities(that(are(dedicated(to(
youth(play.(The(East(Scarborough(Boys(&(Girls(Club,(East(Scarborough(Storefront,(
High(schools,(Pan(Am(Centre,(University(of(Toronto(Scarborough,(and(the(YMCA(
Scarborough(offer(and(ensure(that(youth(have(adequate(space(to(accommodate(for(
play(and(feel(a(sense(of(ownership(and(belonging.((
These(spaces(all(demonstrate(a(focus(on(providing(youth(with(dedicated(facilities(
and(areas(of(play.(To(assist(the(East(Scarborough(community(in(gaining(recognition(
under(the(Ontario(Government’s(‘Play(Works’(program,(the(research(team(set(out(to(
identify(what(dedicated(facilities(currently(exist(in(East(Scarborough.(The(East(
Scarborough(community(had(remained(successful(in(providing(youth(with(facilities(
and(space(to(play(as(demonstrated(by(findings(looking(at(the(affordability(of(space,(
availability(of(space(for(rent,(and(choices(for(different(activities(that(can(be(operated(
at(the(facilities.(A(total(of(102(facilities(are(dedicated(and(have(options(for(youth(
play.(These(facilities(include(7(community(centers,(34(parks,(50(elementary(schools,(
8(high(schools,(and(2(post<secondary(schools.(Further(findings(include:(
(

• East(Scarborough(community(has(made(significant(investment(in(sports(

arenas(such(as(basketball(court,(swimming(pools,(and(specialized(outdoor(

facilities(

• The(East(Scarborough(community(has(dedicated(public(space(for(youth(play,(

programs(and(events.(Youth(feels(a(sense(of(ownership(and(belonging(for(

these(spaces(

• The(priority(School(Initiative((PSI)(is(a(program(designed(to(offer(non<profit(

organizations(free(use(of(space(at(participating(school(facilities(

• There(is(a(relatively(even(spatial(distribution(of(swimming(pools,(baseball(

diamonds,(and(sports(fields(in(East(Scarborough(

• University(of(Toronto(Scarborough(offer(dedicated(space(for(play(at(a(

discounted(rate(for(non<profit(organizations(

(

 

 

 



Evaluation and Assessment of Facilities 

Grading 
Scale 

A: Very 
Good 

B: Good C: OK D: 
Substandard 

E: Poor 

 

Community Centers: 

Criteria Grade Comments/ Concerns Recommendations 
Affordability  B -Rates vary, ranging from free 

to upwards of $200/month 
-More affordable and 
consistent rates fro 
non-profit 
organizations 

Availability B -Facilities are available for 
rent.  
 
-Lack of awareness and a 
limited schedule makes them 
underused or inefficient 

-Promote and increase 
awareness 
-Allocate more time 
for non-profit usage 
because the City of 
Toronto already 
operates many 
programs 

Choice of Activities A -Most community centers can 
host a wide range of activities 

-N/A 

 

Parks 

Criteria Grade Concerns Recommendations 
Affordability  B -Rates are low and affordable 

for all types of users 
-Negotiating for a 
more discounted rate 
for non-profit 
organizations can 
help alleviate 
operating costs 

Availability C -Facilities are available for 
rent  
-Open to community 
-Some priority is given to 
non-profit organizations 
-Overbooked every season 

-The City of Toronto 
has top priority, but 
increasing priority or 
allocating more time 
for non-profit 
organizations will 
benefit youths 

Choice of Activities B -Many parks are single-
purpose only, such as having 
only a baseball diamond or 
sports filed 

-Focus more on parks 
with baseball or 
sports fields because 
youths prefer sports 
activities over 
playgrounds 



Elementary Schools 

Criteria Grade Concerns Recommendations 
Affordability  B -Permits rates have 

increase by 43% in 2013 
-Freeze permit rates 
or located subsidies 
 

Availability C -Most school facilities 
are available after school 
hours and on weekends  
-A lot of elementary 
schools in the study area 
(50) 
-Schools with baseball or 
sports fields divide rental 
time with the city 
 

-Allocate time for 
use of baseball 
diamonds and 
soccer fields 
because of 
scheduling conflicts 
between schools and 
the city 

Choices A -All schools have a 
gymnasium for indoor 
sports  
-Some schools have 
outdoor facilities for 
baseball and soccer 

-Take advantage of 
the wide range of 
activities that can be 
hosted 

 

High Schools 

Criteria Grade Comments/Concerns Recommendation 
Affordability  C -Permit rates have 

increased by 43% in 2013 
-Freeze permit rates 
or located subsidies 
 

Availability B -Facilities are available for 
rent, generally after school 
hours  
-Limited number of high 
schools in the area 
 

-Take advantage of 
the facilities in high 
schools because 
swimming pools 
and track & filed is 
limited in the area 

Choices A -All high schools have 
similar choices  
- 4 of 8 high schools have 
a track 
-2 of 8 high schools have a 
pool 

-No 
recommendation 
because there is a 
wide variety of 
choices given the 
limited number of 
high schools 

 

 



Post- Secondary Institutions 

Criteria Grade Comments/Concerns Recommendations 
Affordability  A -UTSC charges a special 

hourly rate for non-profit 
organizations 

-Rate is already “at 
cost”, may be able to 
negotiate lower costs 

Availability B -UTSC rents out Gym on 
weekends and sports 
filed on weekdays 
-Students are prioritized 
-Returning non-profit 
organizations can reserve 
time in advance 
-Centennial College does 
not rent out space 
 

-Increase availability of 
time slots for rent by 
non-profit organizations 
because UTSC is 
operating at near 
capacity  
-Students have top 
priority is use of gym, 
perhaps negotiate with 
them to host some youth 
programs during the 
week 

Choices A -Almost a complete 
facility that can host 
many different activities 

-N/A 

 

Non-Profit institutions (Boys & Girls Club) 

Criteria Grade Comments/Concerns Recommendations 
Affordability  A -Programs are offered for 

free for age groups 1-24  
 

-Most organizations 
offer a wide variety 
of different 
programs but not all 
are for free.  
-Should offer 
programs for free 
for youth that come 
from low-income 
families 

Availability A -Facilities open to members  
-Space is available for rent 
-Gym, Arts room, dance 
room, studio rooms etc. are 
available  

-N/A 

Choices A -Swimming pools, 
gymnasium, playrooms for 
kids, indoor tracks 
-Extensive lists of programs 
and facilities are available 

-N/A 

 



For contact information, refer to Appendix A: Facility information list 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Criteria # 4 - It is easy for youth to find information about play 
activities in the community  

The community has a variety of youth friendly information vehicles such as websites, 

newsletters, bulletins, brochures, newspaper advertisements and articles, social marketing 

tools and community bulletin boards. Municipal services, community organizations, and 

faith-based organizations are creative in finding easy for diverse groups of youth to 

access this information through flyers, pamphlets, social media, and bulletin boards.  

Communicating information effectively is the main criteria in creating awareness for 

youth. This document will highlight that finding information about play activities is 

accessible for youth to in East Scarborough community. Organizations use various 

communication strategies to reach out to the youth using traditional as well as modern 

approach to promote youth events and activities. Promotional tools include brochures, 

pamphlets, bulletin boards, flyer, online resources such as websites and social media. 

 

The research team created a survey that was distributed to youth. The research team 

received 63 responses. The other method applied was a media scan, where the researchers 

collected print media adverts and searched online for information through websites and 

social media.  Researcher findings:  

 

• City of Toronto’s Fun Guide resource book lists youth services groups, clubs, 
organizations, location, spaces and other youth interest arenas such as youth 
rooms, recreation complexes and other fun events.  
 

• 69% of youth have access to internet at home and make use of social media 
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter) to find information about play 

 

• Members of youth councils appointed to the city of Toronto youth council 
regularly reports to councils regarding the activities and events in Scarborough 
and in facilitating future events  

 

• Many organizations to represent their programs by sending a youth champion to 
public schools to represent their programs (Imani Mentorship Program, 
Scarborough Village, Cedarbrook Community Centre) 



Youth&Organizations&and&the&use&of&Social&Media&types: 
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Criteria # 5 – The Community Supports Public Youth Events  

The East Scarborough community offers a wide range of youth-focused and youth-led 
events supported by the by various community organizations. Through these events, 
community members are able to see youth in a positive and public light. Local 
community organizations, post-secondary institutions, municipal agents are partners in 
the delivery of these events. In the East Scarborough, there are public events hosted that 
celebrate and support youth to participate and volunteer. The community provides social 
leadership skills through sporting events, art festivals, monthly youth nights, appreciation 
events, community unity events, as well as open mic nights. The diversity of public youth 
events in East Scarborough enables youth to attain confidence and allow high levels of 
participation, involvement, and inclusivity to occur in a positive manner. Examples of 
such programs that provide and plan public youth events are Boys & Girls Club, 
Scarborough Centre for Healthy Communities, Scarborough Youth Resource Centre, and 
Centennial Resource Centre. The inclusivity in these events allow youth to be given 
leadership roles and being encouraged to participate and plan in public youth events in 
the East Scarborough community.  
All public events hosted by the community organization are accessible by transit and 
many of the organizations provide TTC fare for youth. These events are inclusive in 
regards to ethnicity, race, sexual orientation and disability. These events are allow a space 
for youth to engage with the community and community members by participating in 
facilitating and volunteering in these events so that youth can benefit by gaining essential 
skills.  

• Events held at the community include International Day of the Girl, Multicultural 

and talent competition events, art exhibition, Earth Day, and Youth Learn to Play 

Tennis Program 

• Generally many of the community organizations host events that are targeted for 

youth and an estimate of 30 events that were identified 

• Events hosted for youth is a great example of the community understanding the 

needs of youth and providing events catered to their needs 

• Majority of events are inclusive based on categories such as gender, sexual 

orientation and religion 

Evidence(pertaining(to(each(area(found(to(have(dedicated(facilities(for(youth(play(

can(be(found(on(the(continuing(ages.(

(

!

!

!
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The!following!chart!lists!all!the!youth!friendly!events,!which!the!organizations!
that!were!interviewed!conduct.!!

Name!of!Organization! Annual/Seasonal!Events! Types!of!Organization!
Scarborough(Center(of(
Healthy(Communities(

1.(Girl(conferences,(2.(Job(
fair,(3.(Summer(festival(
events,(4.(Summer(BBQs,(
5.(Back(to(school(events(

Community(Organization(

Scarborough(Village(
Community(Center(

1.(Scarborough(Village(
Festival,(2.(Start(Life(arts(
festival,(3.(Halloween(
youth(skate(jam,(4.(
Scarborough(march(break(
skate(

Community(Facility(

Toronto(Community(
Housing(

1.(Youth(summit(events(&(
other(variety(of(
community(events(

Community(Organization(

TAIBU(Community(Health(
Center(

Youth(Health(Fair(
Awareness(event,(Healthy(
Life(Spa(

Community(Organization(

East(Scarborough(
Storefront(

Offers(a(number(of(youth(
events(

Community(Organization((

Family(Residence( N/A( Community(Organization(
Boys(&(Girls(Club( 1.(Unity(in(the(community,(

2.(Halloween,(3.(BBQ(
event,(4.(Ribfest,(5.(Canada(
Day(Celebrations,(6.(
Sports(events,(7.(Open(mic(
night,(8.(Paintball(festival,(
9.(International(night(to(
celebrate(the(
multiculturalism(of(the(
neighbourhood,(10.(Food(
festival(

Youth(Organization(

Impact(N’(Youth( 1.(Violence(Intervention(2.(
Community(Unity(
Together(3.(Youth(annual(
basketball(tournament(4.(
Bridging(Festival,(5.(
Market(festival,(6.(Annual(
43(Division(BBQ,(7.Danzig(
Memorial(Celebration(

Youth(Organization(

Native(Child(and(Family(
Services(of(Toronto(

Culture(nights(&(other(
types(of(events(

Youth(Organization(

The(S.P.O.T((Success( 1.(Fashion(show,(2.(DJ( Youth(Organization(



!

Recommendations:!

• Youth(events(can(be(much(more(accessible(to(the(youth(population(in(East(
Scarborough(if(all(organizations(that(host(events(provide(youth(with(
transportation(services.(If(this(is(out(of(their(reach(the(minimum(that(they(
could(do(is(provide(transit(fare.!

• Although(there(are(several(events(in(the(boundary(of(East(Scarborough(that(
are(targeted(for(the(youth(population,(the(time(settings(of(many(of(these(
events(usually(fail(to(match(the(schedule(of(many(of(the(youth.(As(many(of(the(
older(youth(are(employed(and(usually(work(during(the(weekends,(events(
should(generally(be(hosted(in(the(evenings(during(the(week.!

• Generally(youth(events(are(inclusive.(However,(more(education(on(
differences(amongst(the(youth(such(as(gender,(religion(and(sexual(orientation(
would(then(give(them(more(knowledge(and(greater(sense(of(awareness(of(
such(sensitive(issues(which(would(then(create(greater(inclusivity!

!

!

The(S.P.O.T((Success(
Power(Opportunity(
Teamwork)(

1.(Fashion(show,(2.(DJ(
competition(

Youth(Organization(

Springboard( A(number(of(fundraising(
events(

Youth(Organization(

Imani(Black(Student(
Alliance(University(of(
Toronto(Scarborough(

1.(PACE(gala(–(annual(
fundraiser,(2.(Welcome(
lunch,(3.(Year(End(
Appreciation(Event(

Youth(Organization(

Pathway(to(Education( N/A( Youth(Organization(
Scarborough(Youth(
Resource(Center(

1.(Youth(Showcase,(2.(
Outdoor(Trip(Events,(3.(
Youth(Night((monthly)(

Youth(Organization(

Malvern(Family(Resource(
Centre((Youth(
Department)(

1.(Annual(Basketball(
Tournament,(2.(Talent(
Shows,(3.(Festivals(

Youth(Organization(

St.(Marks(United(Church( St.(Margaret(Pines(Soccer(
Tournament(

Religious(Organization(

Bible(Church( 1.(Youth(Dropein(sessions,(
2.(Youth(homework(
program,(3.(Youth(social(
programs(

Religious(Organization(

Central(Mosque(
Scarborough(

1.(Potluck(dinners,(2.(Eid(
Party((Bieweekly(event)(

Religious(Organization(

Bilal(Masjid( N/A( Religious(Organization(
Salvation(Army( Community(BBQ( Religious(Organization(



Criteria # 6 – The Community Celebrates and Recognizes Youth 

The Community offers a wide variety of youth awards, special recognition and/or 
scholarship programs to recognize youth participation and contributions as leaders, 
volunteers and/or engaged community members. This recognition is from sports 
organizations, local businesses, service clubs, schools, and community agencies. Formal 
announcement on these opportunities, and on the results of the recognition, are publicized 
and promoted throughout the community such as in the newspaper, websites, City of 
Toronto fun guide website, bulletin boards etc.  

In East Scarborough, the community ensures that youth participants are celebrated and 
recognized by giving awards, scholarships programs, special recognition, honorariums as 
well as employment opportunities. Local community organizations such as the Boys & 
Girls Club, Scarborough Storefront, Scarborough Centre of Healthy Communities, 
Scarborough Village Community Centre, and George Little B. School through 
scholarships, award nights, and employment opportunities.  

Through recognition, advertisements, and performance, youth are given leadership roles 
and are encouraged to participate and plan in public youth events for the East 
Scarborough community. all of these events share an understanding on implementing 
ways for youth to be celebrated and recognized in their active and positive participation 
for the community. Within the community, we evaluated four major areas that included 
recognition, advertisement, and performance. A summary of the general findings is as 
follows: 

• Youth recognition awards include scholarships, bursaries, electronics (laptops), 

and employment opportunities  

• Schools within East Scarborough such as George Little B. School provide variety 

of awards for leaderships, academics, sports, language, and arts 

• Use of bulletin boards, signs boards, newsletters e-mails, social media (City of 

Toronto Fun Guide website) and community websites are used in order to 

advertise certain leadership positions 

• Large array of awards and opportunities such as banquet dinners are held are 

celebrate and recognize the achievements of youth 

• Community organizations such as the East Scarborough Boys & Girls Club 

provide certificates upon completion of certain programs and positions that youth 

participate in 

• Workshops are conducted in order to register youth for programs and positions 

 

 



Criteria # 7 – The Community Commits Funding for Youth Play 

In the East Scarborough, there is commitment to funding for youth play. The community 
has a variety of funding sources that support youth play, and a number of policies that 
reflect this investment. These should include the municipal budget and local service 
agencies (e.g. YMCAs, Boys & Girls Club, Youth Centres), where there is line item for 
youth play and or/through, which a youth programmer is hired. Support can also be 
provided by groups such as service clubs, special granting programs, sports groups and/or 
the business community. This funding opportunity is well known to groups who work 
with youth in the community and it is promoted through these groups and through the 
school system. Systems are in place to help youth to also regularly access these funds. 
Some youth play programs are free or have minimal costs. Where agencies/groups have 
subsidy programs, there is evidence that youth are being funded through these subsidies. 
The community commits funding for current and long-term capital for diverse facility 
development and improvement, such as indoor/outdoor parks, skate parks, creative arts 
spaces, dance studios and/or drop in centres.  

Examples of such funds are the Health Communities Fund, which granted the Boys & 
Girls Club of East Scarborough with funding, and many more. Having committed 
funding for play is vital to provide youth with different programs and options and make 
blatant the fact that youth are appreciated and advocated for within the community. Thus, 
it is important that the East Scarborough community provides funding for youth play and 
it has been successful in doing so as much as Imagine Canada, Charity Village, 
BigOnline Canada, the Grantsmanship Centre, and the Laidlaw Foundation. This section 
evaluates the sustainability and accessibility of funding options for youth play in the East 
Scarborough.  

To assist the East Scarborough community in gaining recognition under the ‘Play Works’ 
program, the research team set out to identify what funding options for play currently 
exist in East Scarborough. After extensive examination, the major research findings 
include:  

• There already exists funding for youth. However, it is generally not sustainable 
nor accessible, as community organizations need to be committed to 
applying/renewing funding on a year-by-year basis 

• Canadian Tire Jumpstart Program provides financial assistance for children and 
youth between the ages of 4 – 18 enrolling in physically active programs 

• Funding for implementing youth play program is available within the community. 
These organizations have a more direct interest in improving the community they 
support and are part of (i.e. East Scarborough Storefront).  

• Many faith based organizations employ full time staff to oversee youth 
programming 

• Community special events are offered that are free for youth to attend and 
participate in 

• Provision of after school programs 
• There is funding available for organizations or community groups that provide 

opportunity for youth play, which include but are not limited to: City of Toronto, 



Trillium Foundation, United Way Greater Toronto, JayCare Foundation, and 
Toronto Arts Council  
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Criteria # 8 – The Community Supports Positive Youth Development 

Positive youth development is a formal process through which a youth makes the 
transition from childhood to adulthood. During this time, youth are exposed to and learn 
the critical five competencies: social, emotional, ethical, cognitive and physical. They 
also participate in programs and services, which meets their seven developmental needs, 
what are: meaningful participation, mastery and achievement, positive interaction with 
adults and peers, physical capacity, creative expression, self-definition, and structure and 
clear limits. The East Scarborough community supports positive youth development by 
ensuring staff and volunteers of youth service programs are offered opportunities, and are 
actively encouraged to participate, in orientation and training sessions on positive youth 
development and there is evidence of this training occurring in the community.  

The community staff and volunteers of youth servicing programs in the East Scarborough 
region acquire the sufficient training, orientation, organizational policy, and planning 
skills required to effectively support and encourage positive youth development with 
specific focus on the institutional practices instead of practicing positive youth 
development practices on youth themselves. The community organizations practices 
positive youth development through a policy framework that emphasizes youth 
development and empowerment. This is achieved by bridging youth to engage with 
various organizations, schools, and community resource centres, to create lasting 
relationships with adult mentors in order to engage their knowledge, skills and interest for 
personal and professional growth.  

• Staff are encouraged and supported to practice positive youth development and 

attend ongoing training events related to positive youth development 

• Free homework help programs are provided 

• Youth representatives on positive youth development policy framework initiative 

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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Key!Terms:!Positive(Youth(Development,(Social(Inclusion,(and(Implicit(vs.(Explicit. 

(

Top Research Findings: 

IMPLICIT VS. EXPLICIT: There is an implicit and explicit view regarding how 

organizations providing opportunities for youths implement PYD within their services. 

Implicitly, most of the organizations who have responded have stated that some or all of 

the elements of PYD is implicitly embedded within the structure of the programs and 

services. However, organizations do not explicitly state, using PYD language, the 

importance of this concept in specific. More awareness and training for the staff and 

volunteers of youth servicing programs is required to effectively and explicitly 

implemented PYD.  

 

LACK OF RESEARCH: It is concerning that the leaders, directors and mangers of 

several youth-serving organizations lack an understanding regarding PYD to effectively 

integrate them into their institutions. The lack of research is problematic because 

although many institutions advocate towards youth development, a lack of research 

regarding the subject criteria raises significant doubts. Who’s training the directors, 

leaders, and managers of such organizations to appropriately implement PYD in the first 

place? What kind of educational practices are provided to teach PYD? 

 

THE RESULT: After receiving the responses from the survey, there were a number of 

challenges that have been drawn to attention. Due to the unprecedented challenges 

experienced including the gaps in the study that we could have fixed prior to the research 

in addition to time constraint, it is unfeasible to determine at this time, whether the staff 

and volunteers of youth servicing programs in the East Scarborough community acquire 

the sufficient training, orientation, organizational policy, and planning skills, required to 

effectively support and encourage positive youth development. Creating solutions and 

effective strategies from the inputs of several other organizations would be required, to 

gain a better understanding as a whole, regarding the steps towards achieving youth-

friendly neighbourhood.  

 



Visual'Materials'

• Organizations(that(incorporated(elements(of(positive(youth(

development(in(their(programs(qualified(for(the(criteria(
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Area'of'Study:'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'



Research'method:'

'

Positive'Youth'Development'Survey:'

Positive(youth(development((PYD)(is(a(policy(framework(that(emphasizes(youth(

development(by(providing(services(and(opportunities(in(the(community,(which(

promote(social(inclusion.(In(order(for(youth(to(actively(participate(in(their(

community,(PYD(focuses(on(building(competence,(connections,(confidence,(and(care.(

PYD(does(not(focus(on(fixing(troubled(youth,(rather(it(respects(every(youth(as(an(

asset(to(the(society,(and(allows(youth(to(create(lasting(relationships(with(adult(

mentors,(exercise(leadership,(and(help(build(their(communities.(

The(following(is(a(short(questionnaire(seeking(to(understand(how(PYD(is(

implemented(amongst(organizations(in(the(community.(

1. Are(you(aware(of(positive(youth(development?(If(so,(what(elements(of(PYD(

does(your(organization(implement,(and(how(are(you(implementing(this?(

2. Does(your(organization(incorporate(PYD(in(your(mission(statements(and(

policies?(

3. Are(the(organization’s(youth(program(leaders(trained(in(PYD?(

4. Does(your(organization(provide(developmentally(appropriate(programs?(

What(this(means(is(that(a(youth(participant(is(able(to(transition(from(



receiving(the(services,(to(being(a(volunteer,(to(being(employed(in(your(

organization(as(an(adult,(and(eventually(providing(these(services.(

5. In(your(opinion,(what(services(exist(for(youth(workers(to(gain(training(in(PYD(

in(the(community?(Where(would(these(training(sessions(be(found?(
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Assessment'of'Research'Findings'&'recommendations'(1)'

''

'

(

'

'

'

'

'

Criteria( Grade( Concern( Recommendation(s)(
Use(of(PYD(
language(

B' PYD(is(implicitly(used(through(its(
elements(of(compassion,(care,(
commitment,(character,(and(
competence.(All(youth(programs(
implement(the(elements(but(do(not(
explicitly(or(deliberately(use(PYD(
language.(

Jen(was(not(aware(of(the(
specific(policies(of(PYD(
when(first(mentioned,(
until(it(was(defined.(The(
concept(of(PYD(should(
be(more(explicitly(
taught(to(organizations(
in(their(policies,(in(
order(to(emphasize(and(
spread(awareness(of(
PYD(language(to(youths(
involved(in(their(
programs.(

PYD(listed(in(
mission(statement(

A' Implicitly(uses(all(elements(of(PYD.(
Their(mandate(is(to(bring(
community(to(the(arts(and(artists(
into(the(community(to(promote(as(
much(inclusiveness(as(possible.(
youth(programs(are(free,(therefore(
accessible(to(youth(of(diverse(
economic(backgrounds.(Focus(is(
also(emphasized(on(priority(
neighborhoods(as(they(lack(
sufficient(resources(and(services(to(
be(involved(in(programs.(Above(all,(
TTC(tokens(and(refreshments(are(
provided(to(youth(involved,(which(
proves(in(itself,(the(level(of(
emphasis(is(placed(on(the(elements(
of(care(for(young(adults(to(grow.(

Although(all(of(the(
elements(of(PYD(are(
implicitly(woven(in(the(
structure(of(the(
programs/(resources/(
facilities/(services,(it(
does(not(clearly(
illustrate(in(its(mission(
statement(that(PYD(is(
listed.(Using(more(PYD(
language(will(ideally(
pinpoint(on(the(
importance(of(positive(
youth(development,(
which(would(generate(
more(awareness(
regarding(the(term.((

Training(of(
program(leaders(in(
PYD(

D' Formal(training(on(PYD(is(not(
provided.(However,(youth(leaders(
are(aware(of(the(organization’s(
policies(regarding(accessible(
programs,(which(in(light(are(related(

Specific(training(on(PYD(
and(their(policies(
should(be(mandated(
within(the(structure(of(
youth(servicing(

Grade' Description'

A' Very(good(

B' Good(

C' OK(

D' Substandard(

F' Poor(



to(the(bigger(picture(of(PYD.( programs(and(
organizations.(Formal(
training(should(be(
ongoing(to(allow(
program(leaders(to(be(
aware(of(its(importance(
on(reshaping(the(lives(of(
youths’,(in(order(for(
youths(themselves(to(be(
aware(of(this(concept.(If(
program(leaders(aren’t(
aware(of(PYD,(how(
would(youths(know(of(
this(concept?((more(
awareness(of(PYD(is(
needed).(

Developmentally(
appropriate(
programs/services(

A' Promises(youth(participants(to(
transition(into(volunteer(or(paid(
position,(depending(on(the(
circumstances,(to(be(recruited(back(
into(the(organization.(Each(youths(
are(respected(for(their(individual(
talents(and(assets;(they(are(trained(
to(develop(skills(based(on(their(
individual(strengths.(Mentorship(
programs,(ongoing(interactions(
with(industry(professionals,(and(
skills(training(opportunities(for(
employment(are(provided(in(project(
management(so(youths(can(become(
proactive(leaders(in(their(
communities.(

There(are(plenty(of(
opportunities(and(
appropriate(programs(
and(services(available(to(
physically(and(
cognitively(allow(youths(
to(transition(effectively(
as(youths(then(into(
adulthood.(
(

'

Contact'Information:'

Jen(Fabrico(

Title/'Position:'Program(Director(

Address:'1859(Kingston(Road(Toronto,(ON(M1N(1T3(

Phone:'416.698.7322(

(

(

(

(

(



Assessment'of'Research'Findings'&'Recommendations'(2)'

'

'

Criteria' Grade' Concern' Recommendations'
Use(of(PYD(
language(

A' There(were(no(
concerns.(Howard(
was(quite(aware(of(
the(concept(of(PYD(
and(the(use(of(its(
language.(The(Boys(
&(Girls(Club(works(
hard(to(incorporate(
them(into(their(
programs.((

Elements(of(social(support,(
sense(of(belonging,(
attachment(and(sense(of(
relatedness(and(adolescent(
connectedness(are(
embedded(within(the(
organization.(This(is(a(great(
step(forward;(there(are(no(
recommendations.(

PYD(listen(in(
mission(statement(

A( There(is(no(concern(
as(elements(of(PYD(
is(embedded(in(the(
mission(statement(
and(within(the(core(
values(as(an(
organization.(

Maybe(work(towards(
stating(‘positive(youth(
development’(within(the(
mission(statement.(

Training(of(
program(leaders(
in(PYD(

B' Program(leaders(
have(been(trained(at(
one(point(within(the(
recruitment(cycle.(
There(are(no(
concerns.((

As(Howard(stated,(a(great(
recommendation(of(
improvement(would(be(to(
provide(ongoing(training(
for(program(leaders.(

Developmentally(
appropriate(
programs/services(

A' No(concerns.(There(
are(plenty(of(
opportunities(
available,(especially(
in(terms(of(
developmentally(
appropriate(
programs(and(
services.(Example:(
There(are(staff(who(
not(only(
participated(as(a(
youth(but(also(as(
children(in(their(
after(school(
program.((

Develop(a(model(or(a(
structure(similar(to(other(
organizations(so(that(you(
can(continue(to(
intentionally(develop(and(
transition(youth(through(
widespread(opportunities(
for(them(to(work(within(the(
organization.((

'

Grade( Description(
A' Very(good(
B' Good(
C' OK(
D' Substandard(
F' Poor(



Contact:''

Name:(Howard(Moriah(

Title/Position:(Manager(of(Youth(and(Community(Outreach(Services(

Address:(100(Golloway(Road(Scarborough(ON(M1Eg1W7(

Phone(number:((416)(281g(0262(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(



Assessment'of'Research'Findings'&'Recommendations'(3)'

'

'

Criteria' Grade' Concern' Recommendation'
Use(of(PYD(
Language(

B/C' Lack(of(understanding(
regarding(the(concept(of(
PYD(until(it(was(
described(in(detail.(
Elements(of(PYD(however(
is(implemented,(such(as(
care(and(connection.(This(
is(embedded(within(the(
organization’s(fourgpillar(
approach.(

Raising(more(
awareness(for(PYD(to(
embrace(the(power(of(
this(language(is(
important.(Incorporate(
more(elements(of(PYD(
instead(of(simply(care(
and(connection.(More(
training(would(be(
required.(

PYD(listed(in(
mission(
statement(

A' No(concerns.((
This(entire(organization(
is(solely(dedicated(to(
youth,(and(we(do(of(
course(implemented(PYD(
in(our(mission(statement.((

N/A(

Training(of(
program(leaders(
in(PYD(

B' Youth(leaders(are(only(
informally(trained(by(
experienced(outreach(
workers,(leaders,(and(
mentors,(to(promote(the(
elements(of(PYD(such(as(
confidence(and(care(
within(a(positive(based(
atmosphere.(Experienced(
outreach(workers(train(
new(youth(leaders(by(
providing(valuable(
advice,(expertise,(and(
ideas(of(encouragement(
to(ensure(a(positive(youth(
development(is(achieved(
from(our(organization.(

Although(some(form(of(
training(is(validated,(
more(formal(training(is(
needed(with(emphasis(
and(specific(attention(
on(PYD.(Formal(training(
on(PYD(and(their(
policies(should(be(
mandated(within(the(
structure(of(youth(
servicing(programs(and(
organizations.(

Developmentally(
appropriate(
program/services(

A' No(concerns.(The(
majority(of(adults(within(
the(program(who(are(still(
in(their(early(20s,(have(
been(employed(over(the(

Other(services(that(
Youth(Link(
recommends(for(youths(
to(try,(in(order(to(gain(
valuable(training(and(

Grades( Description(
A( Very(Good(

B( Good(

C( OK(

D( Substandard(

F( Poor(



past(two(years(but(
originally(was(a(voluntary(
participant(of(the(
program(and(services.(
Many(have(progressed(as(
mentors,(role(models(and(
as(leaders.(Primary(goal(
of(the(organization:(to(
ensure(a(great(potential(
for(youths(to(spread(the(
knowledge(and(skills(
they’re(learned(to(
improve(the(lives(of(other(
youths(in(need.(

skillgsets(in(their(
communities(regarding(
PYD(include:(
gYouth(Leaders(in(
Action(
gGetaway(Sports(Camp(
gTOPS(
gYAAHA!(
gCounseling(Services(
gPathways(to(Education(

'

Contact:(

Name:(Ronni(Gorman(

Title/Position:(Manager(and(Intake(Worker(

Address:(747(Warden(Ave(Toronto,(Ontario(M1L(4A8(

Phone(Number/Email:(647g351g0091(ext.(225(

info@youthlink.ca(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(



Assessment'of'Research'&'Recommendations'(4)'

'

'

(

Criteria' Grade' Concern' Recommendation'
Use(of(PYD(
language(

D/F( The(idea(of(PYD(was(not(
understood(as(a(clear,(distinct(
term,(even(after(explaining(in(
detail(what(PYD(is(and(what(it(
aims(to(fulfill(for(youths.(After(
explaining(the(representative(
had(indicated(that(the(church(
does(not(directly(implement(
PYD(within(the(church,(but(
does(implicitly(incorporate(
some(or(all(of(the(aspects(of(
the(elements.(When(we(asked(
to(identify(which(elements(
they(believe(s(embedded(
within(the(church,(she(
responded(as(care,(as(they(
care(about(the(members(of(the(
church,(no(matter(what(
religious(background.(PYD(
language(is(therefore(in(
between(substandard/poor.(

The(concept(of(PYD(
should(be(more(
explicitly(taught(to(
organizations(in(
their(policies,(in(
order(to(emphasize(
and(spread(
awareness(of(PYD(
language(to(youths(
involved(in(their(
programs.(Media(
attention(to(spread(
awareness,(and(
providing(more(
ongoing(training(
would(increase(the(
use(of(PYD(language(
in(the(church(setting.(

PYD(listed(in(
Mission(Statement(

C( With(a(mission(to(have(
members(feel(as(much(at(home(
as(possible,(in(very(
progressive(ways(to(encourage(
inclusiveness(within(the(
community,(PYD(is(not(
specifically(listed(in(the(
mission(statement.(This(is(
because(regardless(of(age,(
class,(gender,(race,(etc.(the(
church(empowers(people(of(all(
ages,(not(just(youths(in(
particulr.((

Attending(a(Sunday(
bible(class,(for(
instance,(would(
promote(PYD(in(a(
way(as(all(five(of(the(
elements(of(the(PYD(
is(rooted(in(the(
services.(Having(
more(opportunities(
made(available(and(
accessible(as(such(
should(be(provided(
by(the(church(as(it(is(
a(religious(place(of(
harmony(for(many(
communities(to(

Grades( Description(
A( Very(Good(
B( Good(
C( OK(
D( Substandard(
F( Poor(



unite.((
Training(of(
Program(Leaders(
in(PYD(

D( During(the(Sunday(services,(
the(church(advocates(for(
members(to(come(together(to(
worship(god(and(teach(people(
of(all(ages(to(be(leaders(and(
stay(positive.(The(church(does(
not(financially(provide(youths(
with(money(to(be(trained(to(
become(leaders,(however,(they(
encourage(individuals(to(take(
part(in(our(community(to(
make(a(difference.((

Specific(training(on(
PYD(and(their(
policies(should(be(
mandated(within(the(
structure(of(youth(
servicing(programs(
and(organizations.(
Formal(training(
should(be(ongoing,(
to(allow(leaders(such(
as(the(priest,(to(be(
aware(of(its(
importance(on(
reshaping(the(lives(
of(youths.((

Developmentally(
Appropriate(
Programs/Services(

B/C( Sunday(services(are(as(far(as(
the(church(offers;(in(terms(of(
developmentally(appropriate(
programs(and(services.(It(is(
through(these(services(
however(which(allow(youths(
to(develop(the(necessary(social(
skills(become(leaders(in(a(
community.(there(are(not(
many(services(for(employment(
opportunities.(

Sunday(services(and(
Friday(nights(in(the(
church(in(terms(of(
events(that(promote(
PYD(in(its(own(way(
was(not(specified.(
Providing(more(
accessible(
information(is(highly(
recommended.(((

(

Contact:((

Name:(Rev.(Paul(Hutchison(OR(Carol(Craise(

Title/Position:(Minister/(Office(Administer((

Address:(115(Orton(Park(Rd(Toronto(ON(M1G(3G9(

Phone:(416g439g8623(

(

(

(

(

(

(



Assessment'of'Research'Findings'&'Recommendations:'(5)'

'

'

Criteria' Grade' Concern' Recommendation'
Use(of(PYD(
language(

C' Was(uncertain(of(the(
term(until(further(
described.(Once(the(
information(was(
provided(regarding(
PYD,(the(director(
simply(stated(that(all(
give(elements(of(PYD(
are(implemented(within(
the(structure(of(Rosalie(
Hall,(as(they(advocate(
for(helping(young(teen(
parents(in(need(for(
resources(and(services.(

The(concept(of(PD(lacks(
coherence(at(this(point.(As(a(
result,(PYD(should(be(more(
explicitly(discussed(as(a(
critical(term(for(organizations(
to(note(within(their(policies,(
in(order(to(emphasize(and(
effectively(apply/(spread(
awareness(regarding(the(use(
of(PYD(language.(

PYD(listen(in(
Mission(
Statement(

B' PYD(is(not(directly(
stated(within(the(
mission(statement.(
However,(PYD(is(
embedded(within(the(
mission(statement(as(
Rosalie(Hall(advocates(
for(providing(nurture(
for(youths.(Young(teens(
are(treated(with(respect(
and(provided(with(
assistance(to(seek(their(
potential(through(
community,(educational(
and(childhood(and(
developmental(services.(

Although(all(of(the(elements(
of(PYD(are(indirectly(merged(
in(the(structure(of(the(
programs/(resources/(
facilities/(services,(it(does(not(
clearly(illustrate(in(its(
mission(statement(that(PYD(is(
listed.(Using(more(PYD(
language(will(ideally(pinpoint(
on(the(importance(of(positive(
youth(development.(

Training(of(
Program(leaders(
in(PYD(

A' All(of(the(staff,(
volunteers(and(leaders(
of(the(programs(and(
services(are(trained(to(
advocate(for(positive(
youth(development.(

Rosalie(Hall(is(an(
organization(that(is(mandated(
to(support(young(mothers(in(
need(of(assistance.(Training(
in(terms(of(handling(youths(
on(a(physical(and(mental(level(
is(critical,(therefore(provided(
extensively.(No(

Grade' Description'
A( Very(good(
B( Good(
C( OK(
D( Substandard(
F( Poor(



recommendations(are(
required(as(a(result.((

Developmentally(
Appropriate(
Programs/(
Services(

A' The(organization(has(
widespread(
opportunities(available(
for(participants(using(
the(facilities(to(become(
future(volunteers(or(
employees.((

No(recommendation(in(terms(
of(improvement.(However,(
Rosalie(Hall(does(recommend(
youths(to(try(out(other(
services(that(may(be(of(use(to(
them(to(gain(valuable(training(
and(skillgsets(in(their(
communities((which(also(
advocates(towards(PYD).(
Example:((
gOntario(Association(of(Child,(
Youth(and(Young(Parents(
Centers.((

'

Contact(Information:(

Name:(Vicky(Gardens/(Mary(Anne(

Title/Position:(Volunteer(Director/(Manager(

Address:(3020(Lawrence(Avenue(East(Scarborough(Ontario(M1P(2T7(

Phone(number:(416g438g6880(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(



Criteria # 9 – The Community Supports Youth Volunteerism and 
Leadership Development 

The community offers a good range of volunteer opportunities for youth and an excellent 
range of co-op placements, which include broad community participation. The East 
Scarborough community provides with opportunities to volunteer and take on leadership 
roles in the local community organizations. For example, Alternative Reading Week 
(ARW) is a short-term program that runs annually during the University of Toronto 
Scarborough’s Reading Week. Students learn to explore the concepts of learning through 
service, leadership for social change, and community development. By being involved in 
a project0based service event, students will have the opportunity to learn about various 
social issues that are prominent in the Scarborough community. The program plays a key 
role in collaborating with the areas’ residents, community organizations, and businesses 
to work toward a common goal of building a strong community in the East Scarborough.  

All the community organizations provide volunteer opportunities and internship/ service 
learning opportunities through University of Toronto Scarborough where students 
through various community based courses take service learning internship opportunities. 
As part of the University of Toronto Scarborough in partnership with Scarborough 
community, student research groups looked at 11 organizations located within East 
Scarborough and their service provision in terms of volunteerism and leadership 
development for youth. The research findings suggest: 

• Many community organizations such as Imani Academic Mentorship program 

provide youth leadership development programs and opportunities 

• University of Toronto Scarborough hosts volunteer fairs where students are 

notified of volunteer opportunities in the Scarborough community 

• Students during the focus groups expressed ability to complete 40 hours of 

volunteer service at the community 

• 10 out of 11 organizations offered volunteer opportunities for youth 

• All of the local organizations encourage youth to volunteer and take on leadership 

roles 

• There are formal and or informal opportunities where youth sit on committees to 

provide their input regarding the volunteer opportunities and service learning 

opportunities 

• Youth who were evolved in volunteer positions for an extended period of time 

continued in their roles and built a strong relationship with the organization and 

the community 

 



Research Method: 

Mostly qualitative research, semi-structured techniques: 

• Individual in-dept interviews- 11 organizations interviewed, around 10 questions 

asked 

• Focus group discussions with about 7-8 Boys from the Boys & Girls Club of East 

Scarborough 

• Internet Research 

!

!

55%!36%!

9%!

Level!of!Training!of!Youth!Volunteers!by!
Institution!

Formal!
Informal!
None!



!
!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

60%!
25%!

15%!

Level!of!Input!from!Youth!in!
Implementing!Programs!

Much!
Some!
None!



 
Criteria #10 – The Community has Effective Partnerships that Support 
Youth Play 

The Scarborough Community has a number of partnerships with community organizations and 
service providers in order to offer a wide variety of youth programs and services to meet the 
needs of the youth in the community. Community partners include not-for-profit agencies, 
cultural groups, youth association, sports clubs, arts groups, justice services, social services, the 
faith community, health, and education. The East Scarborough community has an effective 
partnership project with the University of Toronto Scarborough to support continuous efforts so 
that the community would be recognized as youth-friendly. Students and faculty from the 
University of Toronto Scarborough together with the local residents and representatives of the 
community organizations regularly hold forums co-hosted by the partner organization: East 
Scarborough Storefront, a local hub which provides services and programs. The event showcases 
the collaborative research, educational and community-building programs in the Kingston 
Galloway/Orton Park and Mornelle Court neighbourhoods. Students and faculty, volunteer 
through the Storefront acting as mentors, facilitating camps and athletic events at UTSC facilities 
for local participating children. Furthermore, the student research team met with organizations 
across the community undertook research and worked toward the Youth Friendly Community 
Application. The partners felt very passionate about coming together as a cohesive group to take 
inventory of all the provision made available to youth and then worked to identify those areas 
lacking in order to address gaps, ensuring all youth have all possible options for play in East 
Scarborough community. 

 
Other community organizations such as the East Scarborough Boys & Girls Club has partnerships 
with many other non-profit organizations and local businesses: Rogers Youth Fund, TELUS 
Toronto Community Board, Jay Care Foundation, ACE Insurance and many more. These 
organizations provide funding to the East Scarborough community to support youth play. 

 
The research conducted interviews with the key partnering organizations that support youth play 
within the East Scarborough community. The research findings suggest: 

• Almost all local community organizations had partnering organizations that supported 
youth play 

• Over 80% of youth play programs run by partnering organizations in the East 
Scarborough community are free of charge 

• TDSB has effective partnerships with the community organizations which provide 
facilities for youth activities 

• Corporations and local businesses sponsor youth events and programs such as Sunrise 
Caribbean Restaurant and BMO Financial Group 

!

!

!

 
 
 
 



The partnerships illustrated in the following pages are currently producing programs to 
support youth play. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Girls!&!Boys!
Club!

Scarborough!
Centre!for!
Healthy!

Communities!

West!HIll!
Baseball!
Club!

Storefront!

DERO!

Foundation!
TDSB!



The East Scarborough Storefront has effective partnerships with the University of Toronto 
Scarborough, DERO Foundation, TDSB, Scarborough Centre for Healthy Communities, West Hill 
Baseball Club, and East Scarborough Boys & Girl Club in order to deliver services according to 
the youth’s needs.  
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Scarborough!
Art!

SPIKE!
Boys!&!Girls!

Club!East!

Scarborough!

Arts!&!
Mural!
Program!

UTSC!Tennis!
Program!



East Scarborough Boys & Girls Club of East Scarborough has effective partnerships 
with UTSC Tennis Program, SPIKE, Art & Mural Program, and Scarborough Arts. 
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Library!
youth!

internship!
program!

Tropicana!
Community!
Services!

Library! UTSC!

Centennial!
College!



The Toronto Public Library has effective partnerships with University of Toronto Scarborough, 
Centennial College, and Tropicana Community Services. 

!
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Families!

!

Gang!
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Parks!&!
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Lounge!

Centennial!
College!



Criteria # 12: Youth Feel Comfortable in their Own Community 

Youth in the community report feeling sage and comfortable in the community. The 
community encourages businesses, recreation centres, malls, theatres and other locations 
to understand the needs of youth and works to recognize and engage youth as 
contributing citizens. Spaces are promoted as youth friendly, and youth are provided 
opportunities to interact with others in a positive and mutually respectful way.  

In the East Scarborough community, there are certain spaces that can be specifically 
categorized as ‘youth-friendly’. These spaces allow for communities to promote and 
provide opportunities that encourage youth to engage in positive contributions due to 
values of mutual respect and responsibility. These areas include but are not limited to, 
community recreation centers, shopping areas, and sports facilities at the post-secondary 
institutions. Interviews with youth representative from youth committees were conducted 
and focus groups were conducted with the youth in order to understand from the youth’s 
perspective where in the community they feel welcomed. Youth were also to place 
indicators on a map that illustrated where they liked to hang out, where they felt 
welcomed, and where they felt unwelcomed. Examples of areas where youth feel 
welcomed ad enjoy hanging out include the Malvern area, Lawrence and Kingston area, 
and McCowan & Ellesmere area of East Scarborough. It is vital for youth to feel valued 
by their community in order to promote the engagement, involvement, and commitment 
of youth to programs available. They need to feel a sense of leadership, ownership, and 
belonging in the spaces they are in order to foster a leader-like attitude and act in a 
positive manner. The East Scarborough community ensures that youth feel valued and 
comfortable in their own community.  

The youth focus groups were facilitated and organized for the purposes of understanding 
where youth like to spend their time, where they feel welcomed/unwelcomed, and the 
reason as to why. From the research process, places were identified where youth felt most 
welcomed and will help to strategically intensify programming and outreach in the 
community. in places where youth felt unwelcomed, documenting them will allow for 
records to be used in order to implement change and shift views in the community. 

Results of the findings indicate that youth feel most welcomed at parks, religious 
institutions, community recreation centers, and sports facilities. After extensive 
examination, the major research findings include:   

• As part of the Youth Friendly Community application, focus groups were 

facilitated where youth shared how they feel safe and comfortable in their 

community!

• Youth friendly facilities are provided including those with dedicated youth 

rooms/youth space!

• All youth events and programs are supported by community organizations as well 

as the post-secondary organizations!



Appendix!A:!Community!Mapping!Activity!

In#order#to#gather#evidence#on#whether#or#not#youths#feel#welcomed#by#the#
community#from#youths,#research#team##4#created#a#community#mapping#activity#to#
engage#youth#in#a#more#interactive#setting,#rather#than#a#traditional#questions#and#
answer#focus#group#meeting.#Research###2#and###3#also#wanted#the#focus#group#to#
offer#some#insights#on#where#they#recognize#awards#and#events.#Research#team###4#
successfully#carried#out#the#activity#with#about#20#youth#participants#from#the#Boys#
&#Girls#Club#of#East#Scarborough.#The#activity#utilized#a#large#printed#map#and#youth#
were#given#stickers#of#different#colours.#The#instructions#were#to#have#youth#place#
stickers#of#different#meaning#onto#areas#they#felt#fit#that#criterion.#The#Criterion#are#
as#follows:##

• Green=#places#you#like#to#hang#out#
• Blue=#places#you#feel#welcomed#
• Red=#places#you#feel#unwelcomed#
• Yellow=#place#where#you#recognize#events#(past,#present,#future)#
• Stars=#places#you#recognize#awards#

Youth#were#hesitant#to#begin#the#activity,#but#once#one#participant#engaged#in#the#
activity,#the#rest#of#the#participants#did#so#too.#Some#were#more#enthusiastic#about#
placing#their#opinions#on#the#maps#than#others.#below#are#the#maps#that#research#
team###4#digitized#from#the#paper#map#with#the#stickers.#The#locations#on#the#digital#
version#are#a#broad#approximation#from#the#indicators#on#the#paper#map#featured#in#
the#community#mapping#activity.##
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Community!Mapping!Activity:!

Follow!this!link!to!access!the!map!online:!

http://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u.103130476/East#_Scarborough/index.htm;#

The#map#above#was#produced#by#a#focus#group#consisting#of#youth#from#the#Boys#&#
Girls#Club#of#East#Scarborough.#Refer#to#appendix#A#for#a#detailed#explanation#of#the#
activity.##

Indicator#Legend:#

• Green=#places#you#like#to#hang#out#
• Blue=#places#you#feel#welcomed#
• Red=#places#you#feel#unwelcomed#
• Yellow=#places#where#you#recognize#events#(past,#present#or#future)#
• Pink=#place#you#recognize#awards#

#

#

#



Findings!based!on!the!focus!group!activity:!

• Youth#like#to#hang#out#at#Scarborough#Town#Centre#over#Cedarbrae#Mall#
because#the#amount#of#people#at#Scarborough#Town#Centre#make#youth#feel#
welcomed.#They#also#noted#that#they#know#more#people#work#and#go#to#
Scarborough#Town#Centre.!

• Youth#recognize#public#parks#and#spaces.#They#feel#welcomed#here#because#
there#is#space#for#events#and#recreation.!

• Youth#will#visit#or#stay#away#from#areas#based#on#personal#experiences,#
reputation,#and#word#of#mouth.!

• Of#the#areas#that#youth#indicated#they#feel#unwelcomed,#when#asked#what#
efforts#can#be#done#change#this#feeling,#they#responded#that#the#community’s#
perceptions#of#youth#need#to#change.!

• Youth#want#a#guidance#figure#to#guide#them.#They’re#looking#for#youth#
champions.#!

!

Recommendations:!

• Organizations#and#programs#should#offer#more#incentives#for#participation.#
For#example,#transit#tokens,#food,#and#community#service#hours#are#effective#
incentives#in#youth#engagement.#!

• Increased#use#of#social#media#as#a#platform#to#promote#youth#events#and#
programs!

• Schools#need#to#work#more#closely#with#the#community#and#its#organizations#
to#help#youth#feel#welcomed.#!
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Criteria # 13 – Youth can get to the play programs that are offered  

The community has explored innovative ways to physically connect youth with play 
opportunities. Examples include: responsive transit systems with routes to dedicated 
youth play spaces, and that operate on days and times to maximize participation by 
youth; lit bike paths and/or bike lanes on major roads; car pools; standard-rate taxi 
services; reduced or free youth transit fees; and movie outreach into isolated areas. Where 
public transit in not available, activities have been specifically located or relocated to be 
closer to youth and to increase access for youth. All play spaces at the East Scarborough 
are accessible through responsive transit system such as the TTC buses, private 
automobile, bikes etc.  

The research team collected information through the distribution of surveys to three 
selected age groups (11-15, 16-19, 20-24). The sample audience consisted of youths from 
the entire geographic spread of the East Scarborough area, identified as longitudinally 
McCowan Road to Port Union Road, and lattitudinally Highway 401 to the Kingston 
Road/ Lawrence Avenue corridor. Collected information has been utilized to create a 
map that indicates location of youth play in relation to youth residence, and their multi-
modal access routes. On-site evaluation was administered at several locations designated 
as spaces of youth play in an effort to identify their specific compliance with a pre-
established grading system. The grading determines levels of accessibility in attributes of 
spaces of youth play including transit connectivity, lighting, active transportation 
(walking, cycling), and accessibility for disabled individuals and security.  

• All community recreation centers and sports facilities are accessible through 

public transit; they bus stops on site and can be accessed through a variety of 

bus routes 

• East Scarborough has built new sports facilities at the East Scarborough 

Storefront to increase access to youth programs and services 

• The East Scarborough community partners run youth events in the locations 

accessible through public transit to increase youth participation 

• Youth feel ‘safe’ when commuting to community recreation centers  
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Survey: 

Surveys were conducted amongst youth between the ages 11 to 15, 16 to 19, 20 to 24, 

and 25 to 29. Youth who completed the surveys were either friends, coworkers, enrolled 

in University of Toronto Scarborough classes, part of the Imani program, or were 

distributed to at random. 

Results of the survey indicate that for youth between the ages 16 to 19, the most 

prevalent method of transportation is through public transit where the average time 

required to travel to a facility is about less than 10 minutes half the time.  
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52%!

4%!

22%!

13%!

9%!

Mode!of!Transportation!

Public!Transit!

Bicycling!

Walking!

Vehicle!driven!by!someone!
else!
Vehicle!driven!by!individual!



!
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However, between the ages of 20 to 24, results show that there is a tendency for youth to 

drive their own vehicles and control their own accessibility or take public transit. Age 

difference are crucial is understanding the data since there are other opportunities for 

older youth as apposed to youth that are aged 11 to 15 or between 16 to 19. 

The survey was developed was developed as a tool to help determine where youth reside, 

the frequency of their visits to spaces for play, the method of travel, travel time to spaces 

for play, and whether commutes were perceived as sage and ways to make traveling to 

spaces for play safer. The survey used for the research can be found in Appendix A. 
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28%!

23%!

3%!

46%!

Travel!Time!to!Spaces!for!Play!

15!mins!
20!mins!
30!mins!
46!mins!



Map of Transit and Play Facilities for Youth in East Scarborough: 
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This map is representative of where recreation centers, parks, and schools are located 

within East Scarborough, indicating where youth can play in structured and unstructured 

settings. The map also indicates travel options, including local roads, the Ontario 

Highway 401 (Macdonald Cartier Freeway), bikeways, and public transit routes. 

Walkway paths are not indicated on the map since most roads have accompanied 

sidewalks, and there may be informal walking paths that may not be indicated on 

provincial road maps. 

Percentage of where youth reside, according to postal code collection through the surveys 

are indicated on the map as well. This is a representation of where the youth surveyed 

live in comparison to the distance needed to travel to facilities.  
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Review of Spaces that facilitate youth play: 

Boys & Girls Club of East Scarborough: 100 Galloway Road, Scarborough, Ontario 

The Kingston Galloway/Orton Park (KGO) neighbourhood and the immediate 

surroundings of the Boys & Girls Club of East Scarborough are not conducive towards 

accessibility. There are a number of different items and issues, which collectively 

contribute to issues of inaccessibility to and from this particular facility. In terms of 

public transit, there is a lack of transit options existing in the neighbourhood, which are 

located far from the facility, which can be a long walk, especially for persons with 

mobility issues. In addition, modes of active transportation such as walking (sidewalks) 

and cycling (bike paths) are inexistent in large stretches of the KGO. Furthermore, other 

factors pertaining to lighting and security are also items, which need to be further 

implemented and added in order to enhance feelings of security and safety, which will 

inevitably increase accessibility. Residents in the KGO neighbourhood and staff 

associated with the Boys & Girls Club of East Scarborough need to raise the issues and 

concerns with Councillor Paul Ainslie (Ward 43) who represents this area, and he could 

possibly bring these items to City Council.  

 

Centennial College Progress Campus: 941 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario 

the Centennial College Progress Campus’ Spaces of Play are determined generally 

accessible in a site evaluation measuring criteria such as transit, walkability, lighting, and 

security. Multi-level lighting exists as prominent throughout the campus, with a diverse 

range of coverage fro high-angle distribution to surface-oriented detail. Internal 

sidewalks and walkways promote safe pedestrian movement throughout most of the 

campus. In terms of safety and security, the presences of camera and human gaurds serve 

to deter threatening activity, which the property is covered in emergency poles for use in 

incidents of distress. The property is serviced by reliable and frequent public transit, but 

the location of the bus loop on the west side of the campus is considered too far from the 

recreational spaces, especially for those with a physical disability. Those with a disability 

who commute via private vehicle are serviced accordingly with the abundance of 

designated parking spaces and ramped sidewalks. Notable is the lack of designated 

bicycle ways that service the property, forcing bicycle commuters to travel by public 



roadway. Whole Progress Campus scored generally well, several minor issues may be 

improved through noting their existence to Centennial College staff and the City of 

Toronto. 

 

Centennial Community Recreation Centre: 1967 Ellesmere Road, Scarborough, Ontario 

The overall grade for the centennial community recreation center would be an ‘A’. of the 

12 criteria being evaluated 7 of those were in the A range. Some suggestions for 

improvement were to have bike paths along Ellesmere Road, and better lighting around 

the facility including along the paths behind the facility.  

 

Curran Hall Recreation Centre: 277 Orton Park Road, Scarborough, Ontario 

The Curran Hall Recreation Centre is among one of the least accessible youth play 

facilities. Of the 12 criteria evaluated, only 1 A was distributed while a total of 4 F’s were 

assigned. The facility is very isolated in which the nearest bus stop required a 10-15 

minutes walk on the poorly lighted Orton Park Road. Although a roadside bike lane 

exists on Orton Park Road, bike racks, are absent from the facility. To improve the 

facility’s accessibility, some of the recommendations encourage it to improve its lighting, 

provide bike racks, and install surveillance cameras.  

 

YMCA: 230 Town Centre Court, Scarborough, Ontario 

The YMCA is easily accessible through public transit and private transportation as it is 

located by a central transportation hub. These means of travel is proven to be extremely 

reliable through the offered services by the facility. Of the 12 criteria evaluated, 6 were 

A’s and only one C was given for the visibility of the facility. Better signage directing 

youth to the YMCA from the mall area and Scarborough Centre RT Station is 

encouraged. Otherwise, the YMCA is a very accessible and manageable facility for youth 

to use on a frequent basis.  
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Local Issue Response 
 
The youth researchers compiled a significant amount of qualitative and quantitative data 
which illustrates the substantial supports and resources available to youth in the East 
Scarborough community. Among those, three broad categories have been identified in which 
the community has excelled in supporting young people, these categories are as follows, (1) 
youth have options for play through facilities and a range of options, (2) organizations invest 
in youth through leadership and training opportunities, and (3) there are caring adults in the 
community who champion and support young people from diverse capacities. 
 
Our data indicates that there is no shortage of options of play for youth to participate in and 
furthermore those options are extremely diverse. The East Scarborough community has 
been successful in offering a wide range of play opportunities to youth with over 340 options 
of play available out of which 240 of these options are free. Furthermore these opportunities 
encompass the diverse spectrum of play, from leadership, to sports to art and culture, play 
looks like very different things in East Scarborough.  
 
Organizations commit to young people in the roots of their work via developing programming 
and imbedding positive youth development framework at the core of their work. There is a 
clear understanding that formal training and recognition of the development of the skills of 
young people is a catalyst to their success. The East Scarborough community demonstrates 
a commitment to building the capacity of youth. 
 
Finally, youth researchers were able to gather qualitative information on many of the adults 
who champion young people in the community. These allies are diverse and exemplify the 
multiplicity imbedded in the community. One of the key principles for the positive 
development of young people is the access and support of caring adults. Caring adults are 
connectors, advocates, and mentors for youth who are essential to growth. As a community 
considered a Neighbourhood Improvement Area, we have shown great resiliency by 
developing an ecosystem where opportunities, supports, and resources exist extensively to 
support young people and their access to play. 
 
As a part of our process in compiling evidence for this application, the youth researchers 
were tasked to note areas of improvement for East Scarborough. As each research team 
conducted their own methods of research, areas of improvement were discussed between 
team members, LIFT, and research participants. The major areas of improvement can be 
thematically categorized into three topics: (1) youth’s reception and awareness of community 
initiatives, (2) partnerships with the City of Toronto and Toronto school boards, and (3) 
inefficient transportation options to access play.  
 
Throughout the process, community organizations across East Scarborough have expressed 
concerns that their information is not being received by youth. Options for play as well as 
spaces for play are abundant, but awareness of these things may be an issue from the 
perspective of the organizations.  
 
From our research, we have identified that the connection with the City of Toronto and 
Toronto’s school boards can be improved. For instance, renting space from these institutions 
may be problematic at times due to a high demand for recreational space or affordability of 



space by organizations. Also, it is noted that the non-profit organizations have strong 
networks with one another through the assistance of organizations like The Storefront as a 
community hub. These partnerships, however, are not as strong with the municipality or the 
school boards. As the City of Toronto and the school boards have weight to their name, they 
are a valuable and helpful ally in promoting youth play. 
 
Lastly, it is recognized widely that public transit in Toronto is cumbersome. Youth, as well as 
community organizations, have expressed their dissatisfaction with public transit in East 
Scarborough. As not all youth have access to cars, public transit or active transportation is a 
great alternative with many benefits. Public transit in East Scarborough, however, is lacking 
in efficiency. As improving transit is slow and unrealistic, LIFT’s research suggests that 
community organizations should pay for transit service when youth are trying to access 
programs, events, and information. Transit issues is a large issue for a grassroots 
organization to tackle. But there are mitigation techniques that the community can take to 
combat the ailments of our once-renowned system; whether it be covering costs for fare, or 
promoting active transportation.  
 
The three themes were common across various criteria. To address these opportunities to 
strengthen the youth friendly mission of East Scarborough, LIFT is committed to champion 
the cause for positive change. LIFT’s model for approaching youth issues is centred around 
partnerships and networks. With the issues at hand, adult allies will mentor youth in guiding 
them through the process of turning an idea into action.  
 
The process of applying for the Youth Friendly Communities designation for East 
Scarborough has brought different community organizations, academic institutions, and 
community youth together to talk about youth-based issues in East Scarborough. It has 
allowed us as a community to map our assets and set objectives for improvement. What 
started as a collaborative project has blossomed into a youth advisory board that is LIFT - 
Let’s Inspire For Today. With the Youth Friendly Designation obtained, LIFT will utilize this 
recognition to accelerate the discussion on youth play in East Scarborough. We are currently 
formulating a youth leadership development calendar for community youth. This calendar will 
teach youth leadership skills such as: facilitating meetings, project management skills, 
research methods and many more, through monthly workshops; capped off with a 
recognition of achievement.  
 
Currently in East Scarborough there is no central youth governance board, where a buzz of 
youth centered programming, opportunities, resources, and training can take place under 
one umbrella. Youth currently have a sea of options in the community to connect but things 
may often seem fragmented for young people. Moving forward LIFT would like to adopt the 
role as a facilitator of all things youth friendly happening in the community. We aim to give 
youth a voice through governance, advocacy, and collaboration. 
 
Let’s focus on the engagement of youth, let's focus on the health of youth, let’s focus on 
making an impact, Let’s Inspire For Today.  


